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Frequency-resolved interferometer measurements
of polarized wave

propagation in scattering media
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An interferometric technique is utilized to measure both the time- and frequency-domain optical fields scat-
tered by a random medium. The method uses a tunable continuous-wave laser source to make frequency-
resolved measurements within a fixed-path-length interferometer. Measured frequency-domain field statistics,
with a linearly polarized input, are shown to be zero-mean, circular complex Gaussian for both co- and cross-
polarization states. With decreasing scatter, the extracted average impulse responses for co- and cross-
polarized states show distinct differences, thereby providing insight into the scattering domain. © 2005 Op-
tical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
nderstanding the effects of scattering in wave propaga-

ion is important for the characterization and imaging of
urbid media. Specific applications of such work are ex-
remely broad and include atmospheric and environmen-
al sensing,1 optical-fiber characterization,2 and biomedi-
al imaging.3–6 Techniques for optical imaging, in
articular, have been developed using both coherent and
ncoherent light. For example, the interference of low co-
erence, reflected light is utilized for imaging weakly
cattering media in optical coherence tomography,3 and in
ivo three-dimensional imaging has been achieved with
ery high resolution into a few millimeters of tissue.4 Op-
ical diffusion tomography has also become an established
ethod for three-dimensional imaging that utilizes inco-

erent light with a diffusion-equation forward model to
etermine properties of a more strongly scattering me-
ium, and this approach can be used for in vivo
maging.5,6 Neither of these methods, however, utilizes
he information available in the speckle patterns that re-
ult from scattered, coherent light.

Much has been done to extract useful information from
peckle patterns with the goal of imaging or characteriza-
ion of scattering media. In 1970, for example, Labeyrie7

emonstrated that Fourier analysis of speckle patterns
ould be used to increase the resolution of deep-space im-
ges to very nearly the diffraction limit. Creath8 and
eendertz9 showed that correlations of double-exposure
peckle patterns provide information remotely about de-
ormations of the surface of a reflector that could be used
o compute stress or strain on the surface. Thompson et
l.10,11 measured the speckle contrast ratio as a function
f sample thickness using light of fixed coherence and ap-
lied a diffusion-equation model to compute the scatter-
ng coefficient. McKinney et al.12 used the contrast ratio
s a function of source coherence—achieved using a
1084-7529/05/122691-9/$15.00 © 2
requency-scanned, external-cavity laser diode with a
can time short relative to the detector integration
ime—to extract the scattering properties, again with the
id of a diffusion model. Using this approach and appro-
riate coherence, inhomogeneities in scattering proper-
ies have been detected.12 Such measurements with a
iffusion-equation model can be used to generate a pho-
on time-of-flight or path-length distribution, i.e., the nor-
alized temporal Green’s function. Third-order frequency

orrelations of speckle patterns have been shown to pro-
ide photon time-of-flight distribution without recourse to
model by Webster et al.13,14 under the assumption of

ero-mean, circular complex Gaussian fields.
Interferometer measurements of the random intensity

f a single speckle spot have been used to compute the
emporal response of a scattering medium. Tualle et al.15

sed an experimental configuration, sinusoidally modu-
ated the source frequency, and mathematically used a
coherence gate” to select light delayed relative to the ref-
rence arm by a variable amount. The result was a direct
easure of the temporal response of a random medium
sing an intensity-based measurement.
In the microwave region, randomly filled waveguides

ave been studied by Chabanov and Genack16 and Seb-
ah et al.17,18 The use of a wire-probe antenna as the de-
ector enables direct measurement of the electric field and
he study of its statistics, which were shown to be circular
aussian with a nonzero mean.16–18 Pearce et al.19 have
rovided evidence of zero-mean, circular complex Gauss-
an fields from a terahertz time-domain spectroscopy

easurement. Their results showed some deviation from
ircular Gaussian, attributable to a nonuniform power
pectrum over the bandwidth utilized due to the finite
emporal width of the input pulse. Using an interferomet-
ic technique, we have previously measured the complex
eld amplitude at optical frequencies, and shown it to
005 Optical Society of America
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gree well with the presumption (see Goodman20) that
he statistics of the field scattered by a coherently illumi-
ated, random medium are zero-mean, circular Gaussian
ver better than three orders of magnitude.21

Polarization-based measurements of scattered fields
ave the potential to communicate more information re-
arding scatterer properties than conventional single-
olarization-state measurements. From short pulse mea-
urements, Ito and Oguchi22 and Ishimaru et al.23 have
ound the degree of polarization as a function of material
hickness and particle size for both linearly and circularly
olarized inputs. This suggests a polarization-dependent
emporal response that has indeed been obtained from
he Stokes vector by Wang et al.24 Monte Carlo simula-
ions of the temporal responses for the total intensity (the
rst Stokes parameter) and the difference between the co-
nd cross-polarized states (second Stokes parameter)
greed well with data measured using a 100 fs pulsed
ource and a streak camera detector. Interestingly, the co-
olarized response was found to be larger than the cross-
olarized result for short times, and the two responses
ere similar for later times.
Here we establish a technique using spectral interfer-

metry that has found wide application—including
pectroscopy25 and fiber characterization2—to provide in-
ight into the scattering domain by measuring the com-
lex electric field amplitude, and consequently the tempo-
al response, of the co- and cross-polarization states of a
cattering medium with a linearly polarized input. In this
nterferometer configuration, an inverse Fourier trans-
orm (IFT), shift and selective window, and Fourier trans-
orm (FT) of the measured intensity data yield the electric
eld magnitude and phase. The normalized ensemble-
verage temporal response, denoted by p�t�, is found di-
ectly from the computed frequency-domain field ampli-
ude and is the probability-density function for the time-
f-flight of the scattered partial waves traversing the
edium.
We use our interferometer technique to measure the

cattered field amplitude in the co- and cross-polarization
tates and verify that the fields are zero-mean, circular
omplex Gaussian. We also provide a measure of the evo-
ution of the degree of polarization with material thick-
ess that relates to the number of scattering events. With
hat information, we proceed to compute the normalized
emporal response for both the co- and cross-polarization
tates as well as the total (the sum of the intensities in
he two orthogonal linear polarization states) temporal
esponse. We show distinct differences in the co-polarized
nd cross-polarized temporal responses for weaker scat-
er, and reveal that they approach one another as the
catter increases.

. THEORY
. Scattered Field
t a particular point in space, the field scattered by a ran-
om medium is the superposition of the many scattered
artial waves that propagate through the medium by dif-
erent paths. Assuming a scalar model, the resultant field

�t ,�� can be described by
out �
eout�t�,�� = Eo���exp�j2���o + ��t�� + c.c., �1�

here �o is the center frequency of the tunable input,
o��� is the complex electric field amplitude due to an in-
ut with a frequency �o+�, and c.c. represents the com-
lex conjugate.14 We have used t� to denote the laboratory
ime variable, while � is used to denote the source
requency-tuning variable and has a Fourier conjugate
ariable t.

Scattering events contribute to the depolarization of a
olarized input.23 Therefore, using a vector description
or the resultant output field, we assume the Cartesian
orm

eout�t�,�� = x̂E����exp�j2���o + ��t��

+ ŷE����exp�j2���o + ��t�� + c.c., �2�

n the case of an input field linearly polarized in the x̂ di-
ection. The portion of the scattered field that is polarized
n the same direction as the input is defined as the co-
olarized field and is denoted by a subscript �; that polar-
zed in the orthogonal direction is defined as the cross-
olarized field and is denoted by a subscript �.

. Field Measurement Using Spectral Interferometry
onsider the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. The
ource is a single-mode continuous-wave (CW) tunable la-
er diode with high coherence. The measurement consists
f modulating the source frequency, �o+�, and recording
he intensity output of the interferometer with a photode-
ector that has an aperture that is small relative to the
peckle correlation size. The input field to the interferom-
ter ein�t�� is assumed to have the form

ein�t�� = x̂Ein exp�j2���o + ��t�� + c.c. �3�

In the reference arm of the interferometer, the attenu-
tor is a half-wave plate (HWP) and linear polarizer (LP)
ombination that can rotate the state of linear polariza-

ig. 1. Experimental setup; HWP is a half-wave plate, LP is a
inear polarizer, PBS is a polarizing beam splitting cube, and the
ttenuator is composed of a HWP-LP pair.
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ion and attenuate the field intensity. The field in the ref-
rence arm of the interferometer after the attenuator is
iven by

e1�t�� = p̂E1 exp�j2���o + ��t�� + c.c., �4�

here p̂ denotes the orientation of the polarizer in the at-
enuator combination and E1 is the field amplitude. Simi-
arly, the field in the sample arm of the interferometer af-
er passing through the random medium is given by

eout�t�,�� = x̂E����exp�j2���o + ���t� − ���

+ ŷE����exp�j2���o + ���t� − ��� + c.c., �5�

here �=�L /c is the interferometer characteristic time
elay for an optical-path-length difference between the
wo interferometer arms of �L and c is the speed of light
n a vacuum.

The total output field from the interferometer is given
y the superposition of the fields of Eqs. (4) and (5). When
he polarizer in front of the photodetector is oriented in
he x̂ direction and p̂= x̂, the detected intensity is deter-
ined from the total field complex amplitude (ignoring

nit-based constants) by

I��� = �E1 + E����exp�− j2���o + �����2

= �E1�2 + �E�����2 + E1
*E����exp�− j2����

+ E1E�
*���exp�j2����, �6�

here the arbitrary constant phase term exp�j2��o�� has
een dropped. From Eq. (6) we see that the measured in-
ensity from the interferometer is dependent on the co-
olarized scattered field, E����. By setting p̂= ŷ in Eq. (4)
nd orienting the polarizer in front of the photodetector to
he ŷ-direction, we can measure an output intensity that
s dependent on the cross-polarized field, E����. For nota-
ional convenience, we shall use E��� to represent either

���� or E���� in the subsequent derivations. Also, with-
ut loss of generality, we can set the arbitrary constant of
1 to unity.
Taking the IFT of Eq. (6), giving i�t�

�−�
� I���exp�j2��t�d�, provides some insight into the in-

ormation carried within the detected signal. Consider

i�t� = ��t� + g�t� + e�t − �� + e*�− t − ��, �7�

here g�t� and e�t� are defined as the IFTs of �E����2 and
���, respectively, and ��t� is the Dirac delta function. It is
pparent that the first two terms in Eq. (7) are centered
bout t=0, while the third and fourth terms are time-
hifted to t= ±�, as pictured in Fig. 2. The time-shifted
omponents are those of most interest because they con-
ain information about the complex random field. The
ame information can be extracted from either, but we
hoose the third term for simplicity, since it deals with
��� rather than its complex conjugate. Choosing � such

hat the two time-shifted components of Eq. (7) do not
verlap with those centered at the origin separates these
erms and allows them to be analyzed. It is important to
ote that e�t�, which is the field impulse response function
or a single-scatterer configuration, will be approximately
ero for all t�0 when the measurement is performed with
ufficient bandwidth and, as will be shown later, it is di-
ectly related to the temporal response, which is a causal
unction. Thus, the features of the third term can be sepa-
ated from the other features in Eq. (7) with a temporal
indowing function, giving

e�t − �� = i�t�u�t − � + ��, �8�

here u�t� is a unit step function and � is a small positive
ffset to allow for the smoothing influence of the finite
easurement bandwidth. The frequency-domain complex
eld amplitude E��� is determined by time-shifting Eq. (8)
y +�, then taking a FT, giving

E��� =�
−�

�

i�t + ��u�t + ��exp�− j2��t�dt. �9�

In summary, the steps necessary to compute the ran-
om field complex amplitude are: (i) IFT the measured
requency-domain intensity data of Eq. (6), (ii) selectively
indow the data of Eq. (7) to give the expression of Eq.

8), (iii) time-shift the windowed data by +�, and (iv) FT
his result to the frequency domain, which yields the re-
ult of Eq. (9), the frequency-domain scattered complex
eld amplitude.

. Temporal Intensity Impulse Response
e estimate the ensemble-average intensity impulse re-

ponse by using data from N sample positions. For conve-
ience, we define a normalized temporal response for the
th sample as

pn�t� =
�e�t��2

	I
t
=

�i�t + ��u�t + ���2

	I
t
, �10�

here 	I
t=�−�
� �e�t��2dt and pn�t� may represent either

n��t� or pn��t� accordingly with E���� or E����. Using Eq.
10), the ensemble average of the measurements for many
onfigurations of scatterers, with spatial average 	pn�t�
s
p�t�, where 	·
 is the spatial average, is

p�t� =
1

N�
n=1

N

pn�t�. �11�

A finite measurement bandwidth B results in a tempo-
al feature resolution 1/B. The shift in the temporal
indow u�t+�� was to allow for this near t=�. More gen-

rally, the finite bandwidth is equivalent to multiplying
he ideal, infinite bandwidth field amplitude E���� by a
ectangular windowing function WR���, whereby Eq. (9)
ecomes

Fig. 2. Example of the temporal features of i�t�.
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E��� = E����WR���

=�
−�

�

i�t + ��u�t + ��exp�− j2��t�dt, �12�

ith i�t� being the IFT of the bandwidth-limited mea-
ured data and E��� the band-limited scattered complex
eld amplitude.

. EXPERIMENT
he experimental setup that was used for our measure-
ents is shown in Fig. 1. The scattering samples were

omposed of a clear acrylic that was cast with a homoge-
eous suspension of 50 nm TiO2 particles (Cyro Indus-
ries, Acrylite FF). The reduced scattering coefficients in a
iffusion model (�s��1/ ls, where ls is the mean free
ath,26 the distance for the photon direction to become
andomized) for the two samples studied were �s�
4 cm−1 and 14 cm−1.
The laser source we used was an external-cavity, tun-

ble laser diode (New Focus Vortex 6017). The nominal
inewidth of this laser system gives a coherence length of
round 60 m. The experiment requires the coherence
ength be greater than the interferometer path-length dif-
erence (including that due to the scattering sample), so
hat the beams interfere efficiently. The laser has a center
avelength of approximately 850 nm (353 THz) and can
e scanned over approximately 80 GHz. The frequency
uning was performed by applying a voltage to a piezo-
lectric transducer, upon which is mounted one of the cav-
ty mirrors. For this purpose, a 1 Hz, 4 V peak-to-peak tri-
ngle wave was used while ensuring interferometer
tability during the data acquisition time. Only 60 GHz of
he measured bandwidth was used in order to avoid tran-
ition effects of the abrupt modulation changes due to the
riangular modulation waveform peaks.

Referring to Fig. 1, the source was split into two beams
ith a polarizing beam splitter for use with the two inter-

erometer configurations. The relative powers of the split
eams were controlled by the HWP and polarizing beam
plitter. The reference interferometer was constructed in
Michelson configuration (seen in Fig. 1) and was used to
rovide a measure of the frequency of each data point
hroughout the frequency scan. For accurate frequency
easurement, the optical-path-length difference �4 m�

f the two arms was approximately four times greater
han that of the sample interferometer. The intensity sig-
al from the reference interferometer was monitored with
silicon p-i-n diode (Thorlabs DET201) photodetector.
The sample interferometer is the Mach–Zehnder inter-

erometer seen in Fig. 1. The beam at the front face of the
cattering sample was incident at an angle of approxi-
ately 5° from normal so that for weakly scattering

amples, ballistic light was reduced. From Eqs. (8) and
9), it is apparent that the interferometer time offset, �,
ust be known in order to have a correct time reference

or the time-domain field impulse response e�t�. The time
ffset, due to the effective path-length difference between
he two arms of the interferometer, was found by making

measurement of a clear sample with a rough surface,
hich was necessary because of the nonnormal incidence
f the input. In this case, Eq. (7) will ideally comprise
elta functions at t=0 and t= ±�, where � includes a non-
cattering sample delay time ts= �n−1�d /c, with n the in-
ex of refraction and d the clear sample thickness. The
alue for � can be found from the peak of the short pulses
aving positive or negative temporal offset. The ability to
btain the exact time reference is one of the important
raits of the interferometer measurement, whereas, for
xample, a third-order intensity correlation measurement
f the temporal impulse13,14 is insensitive to time offset.

Figure 1 shows the sample in the longer arm of the in-
erferometer. In this arrangement, the temporal field im-
ulse response starts at ±� and trails away from the ori-
in. Placing the sample in the shorter arm causes the
lacement of the offset temporal field impulse and its
omplex conjugate in Eq. (7) to be inverted, and thus they
egin at ±� and trail inward. This could cause aliasing so
his configuration was avoided.

The detector for the sample interferometer, which was
sed to monitor the signal corresponding to Eq. (6), was
n amplified p-i-n diode (New Focus 2001). The detector
ontains a variable gain amplifier and bandpass filter
hat allows for measurement of only the relevant signal.
ith a frequency scan over the total bandwidth of 80 GHz

n a time of 0.5 s used in the experiment, given the inter-
erometer delay of �=3.3 ns, the carrier frequency for the
etected signal is fc�=80 GHz	3.3 ns/0.5 s=528 Hz. We
sed a detector bandpass filter of 300 Hz to 10 kHz. This
ids in reducing the signal associated with the first two
erms in Eq. (6).

To extract information about the scattering medium
rom the scattered field, it is important that the detector
perture be small relative to the speckle spatial correla-
ion size, which is a measure of the speckle spot size.
herefore, an appropriate imaging system consisting of
n imaging lens and limiting aperture pair was designed
o make the projected spot size significantly larger than
he detection area at the detector plane, which was a cir-
ular aperture with a radius of 0.5 mm. The lens imaged
he light scattered by the sample to the detector plane,
hile the limiting aperture controlled the speckle feature

ize. The feature size can be approximated by the Airy
attern, which provides that 84% of the light passing
hrough a small circular aperture is concentrated about a
entral ring of radius r=1.22
zi /D, where zi is the image
istance and D is the diameter of the aperture.27 We used
lens with a focal length of 50 mm, an aperture of radius
mm, and an image distance of 2 m, which created im-

ged speckle spots of 2 mm average radius. So, to formu-
ate good ensemble statistics from statistically indepen-
ent data, the sample was translated 500 �m
erpendicular to beam propagation between measure-
ents, which corresponded to a translation in the detec-

or plane of approximately 20 mm due to the magnifica-
ion factor of approximately 40 for our imaging
onfiguration.

The sample and reference interferometer detector sig-
als were recorded using a personal computer with data
cquisition capabilities. The acquisition process was con-
rolled with a program written using data acquisition
oftware that recorded the frequency modulating wave-
orm and the signals from the detectors for each interfer-
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meter. Using the frequency modulating waveform, data
rom a single frequency scan were extracted from the
easurement results. The reference interferometer signal
as then used to compute the frequency at each data
oint, and, finally, the sample interferometer data were
rocessed according to the steps outlined in Section 2
ith �=0.5 ns (refer to Eq. (8)) using numerical software

outines.

. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
. Measured Fields
he procedure of subsection 2.B was used to extract ran-
om field samples as a function of time and frequency.
igure 3 shows an example result for the IFT of measured
o-polarized data. The real part of i�t� is shown for a
ingle sample position for a sample having �s�=14 cm−1

nd a thickness of 12 mm. The features, g�t�, e�t−��, and
*�−t−��, where �=3.3 ns, can be observed. The feature
eginning at a delayed time of approximately 3.3 ns is the
ata that are windowed and IFTed to yield E���. The
pikes at 2 ns and 5.3 ns are likely due to extraneous re-
ections in the interferometer.
Results for the co-polarized e�t� for four measurement

ositions of the 12 mm sample of the �s�=4 cm−1 material
re shown in Fig. 4(a), along with the real part of the FT
f these data in Fig. 4(b). The data in these figures have
een offset for clarity.

. Field Statistics
lthough it is not required by our method, we demon-
trate that the field scattered by a turbid medium is de-
cribed by zero-mean, circular complex Gaussian statis-
ics. We have previously conducted field measurements
nd provided evidence for zero-mean, circular Gaussian
tatistics with our frequency-resolved technique for
amples that completely depolarize the linearly polarized
nput.21 Here we extend those results to samples that do
ot completely depolarize the input and we find that both
he co-polarized and cross-polarized fields are also well
escribed by zero-mean, circular Gaussian statistics. Fig-
re 5 shows the statistics of the measured co- and cross-
olarized frequency-domain scattered fields for the 9 mm
ample having �s�=4 cm−1, obtained using 100 indepen-
ent measurements of the frequency-domain complex
eld amplitude, as expressed in Eq. (9). Good agreement

ig. 3. Example of the real part of the measured temporal fea-
ures of the co-polarized i�t� for a 12 mm sample with �s�
14 cm−1 and �=3.3 ns.
ith a Gaussian curve is apparent and was observed for
ll samples tested for both polarization states. When the
egree of polarization [DOP, or P; see Eq. (17)] is nonzero,

ig. 4. Real parts of four individual measurements of the (a)
ime, (b) frequency-domain scattered fields, offset for clarity. The
ample has �s�=4 cm−1 and a thickness of 12 mm. These data are
or co-polarized light.

ig. 5. Measured probability distribution for (a) co-polarized, (b)
ross-polarized frequency-domain scattered fields for a 9 mm
ample ��s�=4 cm−1�. For this sample, the DOP is P=0.4.
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s is the case for Fig. 5, to maximize the experimental dy-
amic range we attenuated the input field by different
mounts for the co-polarized and cross-polarized mea-
urements. Therefore, to directly compare the measured
tatistics for each polarization state, we normalized the
verage intensity of each measurement to unity then mul-
iplied by factors of 1

2 �1+P� and 1
2 �1−P� for co- and cross-

olarization states, respectively.

. Temporal Resolution and Autocorrelations
e consider field and intensity autocorrelations of mea-

ured data. In order to prevent ripple from the finite mea-
urement bandwidth camouflaging the underlying fea-
ures, we apply a Hamming window,28 giving

eH�t� = e�t� � wH�t� =�
−�

�

E���WH���exp�j2��t�d�,

�13�

here eH�t� is the windowed result and e�t� is the mea-
ured data. The computed temporal response is then a
unction of the measured temporal field response con-
olved with the pulse wH�t�:

pnH�t� =
�eH�t��2

	I
t
=

�e�t� � wH�t��2

	I
t
, �14�

here � is the convolution operator. As evident in Eq. (14),
he temporal resolution of eH�t� is dictated by the width of

H�t�.

ig. 6. (a) Field autocorrelation peak (6 mm sample only) for co-
olarized light and bandwidths of 60, 40, 20 GHz. (b) Total inten-
ity (co-polarized plus cross-polarized light) autocorrelation for 3,
, 12 mm thick samples of �s�=14 cm−1, averaged over 100 mea-
urements with a bandwidth of 60 GHz, and with the autocorre-
ation of the diffusion model simulated results overlaid in dotted
urves.
The field and intensity temporal autocorrelations pro-
ide information on the temporal characteristics of the
cattered field, subject to this temporal resolution. The
eld autocorrelation is

G1��� =��
−�

�

eH�t + ��eH
* �t�dt�

s

, �15�

here eH�t� is an individual Hamming-windowed, band-
imited measurement of the temporal field impulse re-
ponse and 	·
s is an ensemble average over space. The in-
ensity autocorrelation is

G2��� =��
−�

�

pn�t + ��pn�t�dt�
s

, �16�

here pn�t�= �eH�t��2 / 	I
t is the temporal intensity impulse
esponse for the nth configuration of scatterers.

Figure 6(a) shows the field correlation G1��� for co-
olarized light and Fig. 6(b) shows the total intensity (co-
olarized plus cross-polarized light) correlation for data
btained by averaging over 100 measurement positions
or 3, 6, and 12 mm samples having �s�=14 cm−1. The av-
rage field correlation is nearly zero except in the neigh-
orhood of the correlation peak at �=0. The half width at
alf maximum of the field autocorrelation peaks for mea-
urement bandwidths of 20, 40, and 60 GHz, from Fig.
(a), with a Hamming window, are approximately 66, 33,
nd 21 ps, respectively. Figure 6(b) shows a comparison
etween the measured intensity autocorrelation and that
btained using a diffusion-equation model. The intensity
utocorrelation data comprises a peak atop a pedestal.
he peak is associated with the finite measurement band-
idth and the pedestal with the duration of p�t�. Such re-

ponses are well known in the field of ultrafast optics.29

or the 6 and 12 mm samples, where the intensity auto-
orrelation is wider than the correlation peak, the agree-
ent with a diffusion model for larger ��� is good.

. Polarized Temporal Response
he method by which the co-polarized and cross-polarized

emporal responses are normalized is as follows. A mea-
ure of the DOP (or P), which gives the energy contained
n one state relative to the other, of the sample in question
s required. We define P as

P =
	I�
s − 	I�
s

	I�
s + 	I�
s
, �17�

here 	·
s is a spatial average using data from different
ample positions, and 	I�
s and 	I�
s are the co- and cross-
olarized spatial mean intensities, respectively. 	I�
s and
I�
s were measured as the average scattered intensity in
ach polarization state using a linear polarizer to select
he polarization and a converging lens to focus a large
ortion of the resulting speckle pattern to the face of the
mplified p-i-n diode. Once P is known, each temporal re-
ponse is normalized to unity and multiplied by a factor
1
2 �1+P� and 1

2 �1−P� for co-polarized and cross-
olarization states, respectively), such that the relative
nergies of the two responses agree with the DOP mea-
urement. This also provides that the sum of the co- and
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ross-polarized temporal responses, which corresponds to
he total temporal response, has an integral of one. This
otal response can be viewed as the photon time-of-flight
istribution.
The measured DOP as a function of sample thickness

or the �s�=4 cm−1 and �s�=14 cm−1 samples is given in
ig. 7. Light in the more strongly scattering sample depo-

arizes more rapidly with increasing thickness. The re-
ults for the more weakly scattering sample suggest the
xpected range for the DOP: from one at zero thickness
nd approaching zero as the thickness increases. In the
ore weakly scattering sample we used, the light is

early depolarized for thicknesses of approximately 21
m.
Figure 8 shows the temporal responses extracted from

ig. 7. Degree of polarization plotted as a function of sample
hickness for two samples with differing reduced scattering
oefficients.

ig. 8. Ensemble averages of 100 measurements of the tempo-
al response of scattering samples ��s�=14 cm−1� of thickness (a) 3
m and (b) 6 mm for both co-polarized and cross-polarization

tates and the total response, along with a diffusion model simu-
ation for comparison.
he interferometer data for the material having �s�
14 cm−1 and thickness 3 mm [Fig. 8(a)] and 6 mm [Fig.
(b)]. The co-polarized and cross-polarized responses were
caled to the measured relative energies, consistent with
he DOP data of Fig. 7. The total p�t� consequently has an
ntegral of one, which is consistent with its nature as a
ensity function. All responses used an ensemble average
f 100 independent measurements. Note that for the 3
m result, the response is nonzero for t�0, which is a

onsequence of the finite measurement bandwidth, as ex-
ressed in Eq. (14). Figure 7 shows that the 6 mm sample
ompletely depolarizes the input, so the co-polarized and
ross-polarized temporal responses are similar, as seen in
ig. 8. Good agreement between the total temporal re-
ponses for the samples and diffusion model simulations,
hich were scaled to be density functions, is evident.
The measured relationship between scattering and

OP in Fig. 7 suggests that (i) for few scattering events,
hich is equivalent to the early time portion of the tem-
oral response, the co-polarized response should be larger
han the cross-polarized response, and (ii) for many scat-
ering events, which is equivalent to the later time por-
ion, the co-polarized and cross-polarized responses
hould be similar. The 3 mm sample result in Fig. 8 pro-
ides evidence from our experimental technique for (i)
nd (ii). This supports previous experimental evidence

ig. 9. Total and co- and cross-polarized responses according to
ample thickness ���=4 cm−1�: (a) 9 mm, (b) 12 mm, (c) 18 mm.
s
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rovided by Wang et al.24 for these two conditions. Figure
shows the temporal responses for 9, 12, and 18 mm

hick samples having �s�=4 cm−1, for both co-polarized
nd cross-polarization states. Again, the co- and cross-
olarized responses are normalized according to the DOP
or each sample, and the total response integrates to
nity. For early times, the co-polarized and cross-
olarized responses are quite different for the three
ample thicknesses and in agreement with (i). For later
imes, the two polarization state responses become ap-
roximately equivalent, in agreement with (ii). For these
ore weakly scattering samples, the early time responses

ppear quite peaked, and the overall responses do not
gree well with results simulated with a diffusion model,
s seen in Fig. 10.
Referring to Fig. 7, the 3 mm sample having �s�

14 cm−1 and the 12 mm sample having �s�=4 cm−1 both
ave P0.2. One might expect that the temporal re-
ponses may be similar, and indeed from Fig. 8(a) and
ig. 9(b), this is the case. Assuming that the scatterers
ave the same size and shape and a sample thickness d,
he number of scattering events is proportional to d / ls,
ecause of the scattering angle relation between the scat-
ering length (the average distance between scattering
vents) and ls. Using this measure, d / ls=4.8 for the 12
m sample and d / ls=4.2 for the 3 mm sample, support-

ng the impulse response data similarities. In this scatter
egime the diffusion equation does not perform particu-
arly well [there is an exp�d2 / ls� dependency in the diffu-
ion model30]. However, the diffusion model does appear
o perform better for the thinner, higher �s� sample [see
ig. 8(a)] than for the thicker, lower �s� case (see Fig. 10).

. CONCLUSION
pectral interferometry provides access to the field scat-
ered by a random medium. This approach allows
olarization-sensitive measurements of scattered field
mplitude and phase at optical frequencies with rela-
ively inexpensive and simple equipment. The statistics
rom such a measurement proved to be circular Gaussian
or the frequency scan and samples studied, supporting a
ey assumption in statistical optics. With linearly polar-

zed input light, the measurements provide co-polarized
nd cross-polarized temporal responses that could be used

ig. 10. Total temporal response for 12 mm sample ��s�
4 cm−1� compared with the diffusion model simulated result.
o learn more about a scattering medium. The approach
an be extended to form a complete polarization state de-
cription.
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